Provisions on Mobilis travelcards subsidy

The following provisions apply from January 1, 2018.

**Beneficiaries**

1) Only EPFL employees (staff, PhD students, trainees, interns) can ask for a subsidy valid at the purchase of a Mobilis pass

**Subsidy**

2) Beneficiaries can ask for a subsidy from January 1 to December 31, 2018.
3) Subsidy is set at 15% and is valid at the purchase of a monthly or annual Mobilis pass, based on the 2018 prices.
4) In the course of a civil year, the applicant can ask a maximum of twelve coupons valid at the purchase of twelve monthly passes, or one coupon valid at the purchase of an annual pass.
5) The coupon is only valid at the purchase of a pass that includes zone 12 from the Mobilis community (EPFL campus).
6) Transferable passes are not subsidized.
7) Weekly passes are not subsidized.
8) Subsidies do not apply retroactively. Securities must be presented at the purchase of the pass.
9) Subsidies cannot be cumulated with other EPFL subsidies at the purchase of a public transport pass, exclusive of the SBB Half-Fare pass.

**Procedure**

10) Applications are only valid when submitted through the online form on myCAMIPRO
11) Coupons are nominative and submitted by internal mail within one week
12) Beneficiaries must reimburse the amount of subsidies unduly received